
Part Sushi Go part Splendor and scoop after 

scoop of our own mechanics makes Ice 

Cream Social, a deliciously quick playing, 

strategic game where players earn points 

based on the flavors they put (and the order 

they put them) on their three cones. 

This game is part of our Education Coalition and 
will be released in early Spring of next year. 

An age scaling game, players draw 
a small hand from a single deck of 

cards. They create new creatures 

using body parts from a selection of the greatest 

animals in the world drawn in lively cute art. At 4 

years old, the game ends when the deck is done 

and completed creatures are counted. At 6-8 yo, 

players lose points for semi-created creatures. At 

9 the body parts have unique values. And at 12 

years old, a few additional cards are added (like 
trade or go twice) making the game an adult level 

strategic game. 

This game is part of our Education Coalition. 
It will be on ■le■ITAaT■■ later this year. 

2-6 Players

30 mins

1-4 Players
25-45 mins

www.1firstgames.com 

For all Inquiries: 
1firstgamesinc@gmail.com 

3-8 Players

30-45 mins

As adventurers returning to a local inn after a 
successful campaign, you decide to gamble 
each other for the riches recently acquired 
instead of splitting them up. In this highly 
engaging and lively, palette cleansing party 
game, earn the most loot across turns by 
bluffing your opponents with which adventurer 
you've played while using their unique abilities 
to try a win the Treasure Horde! 

Inns and Outcasts is on ■1eaTAn■■ now! 
Expect your copy before winter. 

The Black Death approaches. Towns still need their 
medicine and healing. Paranoia has turned into orders for 
poison even as the Guards scour the streets like never 
before. As an Apothecarian, try to earn the most money 
by completing the town's orders. Plenty is uncertain. One 
thing isn't. Death approaches ... 

Look for the ■le■nA■T■■ this Spooky Season (early October). 

www.1firstgames.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1firstgames/inns-and-outcasts
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